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Homework Guide Teachers

Welcome to Teach Active’s maths homework activities. Here you will find many different activities 
for each year group, all designed to complement the children’s learning in school, in a fun and 
active way. Simply select your year group, area of maths, objective and choose a lesson.

Resource sheets are available to download and/or print alongside each lesson/activity plan.
We have tried to allow for different settings and home environments.

Most activities can take place indoors or outdoors. There is a minimal amount of equipment 
needed, and this will either be things the child will have at home, or cards and resource sheets that 
can be printed off at school or home.

Each homework activity card has:

Dear Teachers

a key learning objective from the maths curriculum
a fun title
what’s needed – teachers may choose to pre-print these for children to take home with them, 
along with the required activity card
detailed instructions
an extension (challenge) activity
what to record for you, the teacher
a healthy fact – this could be referred to as part of a science or PSHE topic
a survey question – this could be collated and used for statistical analysis etc back in
class
a daily/weekly exercise challenge.

The plans are downloadable by parents, or can be printed, or viewed directly on an electronic 
device. Simply share the parent homework URL (found on your Teach Active dashboard via ‘Maths 
Homework’) to allow parents to access the homework activities at home.

Teachers may set particular activities for the class or individual children on a regular basis.
Alternatively, parents can be signposted to the resource as a whole, giving them unlimited access 
and allowing them to complete activities as often as they wish. 

* Under the ‘Homework’ section of ‘Getting Started and Useful Resources’ you will find a blank ‘Class Homework Record Sheet For 
Teachers’ and a ‘Homework Slip’ to show parents what homework their child has been set this week.


